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Abstract

A finite element heat transfer analysis is applied to the selective laser sinteringofa layered part made
frompolyroerpowder. The sinteringsubroutine in the code is based on the analyses of Scherer [l t2] and
Mackenzie and Shuttleworth [3]. The density and conductivity of the particle bed are treated as functions of
the void fraction of the bed. The Yagi - Kunii [4] thermal characterization of the powder bed is used to calcu
late the effective conductivity of the bed. An example is worked for ABS powder.

Introduction

Upon hcatingtabed of polymeric powder undergoes a temperature rise and a densification. To better
understand this process considerable effort has been expended recently to mathematically modelit [5t6]. A
successful model would at a minimum provide density (or void fraction) and temperature as a function of
time everywhere in the sinteringpowder bed. Preferably it would also yield the distribution of stresses that
can develop in the sinteredpartas it cools.Jnput~ fora candidate model include the spatial and time param
eters of the inputfluxt which wouldinclude the path followed by the laser beam in scanning out an arbitrary
partt the initialtemperature of the powdert other thermal boundary conditions and the thermo-mechanical
material properties of the constituents of the powder bed and sintered material.

The problem of modeling the sintering of a bed of particles on a microscopic scale (Le.tsmaller than the
particles themselves) is a computationally daunting task. 1ft insteadt the particle bed is conceptualized as a
continuum with effective thermal properties that may depend on temperature and porositYt the task is made
more tractable. This is the approach used in Ref.S and in· this work:. conductivity and specific heat of a
homogenized particle bed are used in the model. The effective specific heat of the bed is the same as that for
the solid particles because of the small mass of air. Thermal conductivity is calculated from the Yagi - Kunii
[4] relationship:

(EQ I)

where K(eff, !l,g) =thermal conductivities: effectivet solidt and gas
e = void fraction
~=I

<l> =0.034

While the particle bed is treated homogeneously with respect to its thermal propertiest the sintering
behavior is idealized in another way: the bed is assumed to consist either of a cubic array of cylinders with
open porestas first suggested by Scherer[l]t ort if the density is at least 0.94 of the theoretical maximumtof
an array of spherest as proposed by Mackenzie and Shuttleworth [3]. With these two idealizations we can
account for both the heat transfer and resulting softeningt flow and coalescence of the irradiated material.
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combined approach to a model (i.e., a I-D thermal/Scherer model) was first used by Sun
et al[S]. In that work they used a difference algorithm to follow the sintering process in time and space
in a single layer of powder. In this we have attempted to solve the problem with the finite element
method, with our ultimate goal afull analysis for a sintered part of arbitrary geometry. Our first
steps, which are presented demonstrate the successful application of this technique to the same prob-
lem solved in Ref. S, and extend that analysis to the case of a multiply layered part. To carry out the finite
element we have used the MARC finite element package, to which was appended an appropriate
user subroutine to include the sintering submodel. Ultimately we believe that the FEM will provide
the necessary to study sintering process in parts of complex geometry, which are routinely
made by the process. In particular we have used the MARC code because of its ability to solve nonlin-
ear heat conduction equations. Furthermore, MARC is setup to accept user written subroutines.

submodel

The one dimensional form of the heat transfer was used, which is representative of the physical
situati<:m of a moving laser heat source scanning over a bed of low thermal diffusivity far from the
ends of the The equations are therefore:

with the t-nunUJ1nCT initial and boundary CO(n:l1tlOns:

(EQ2)

I)

I) ~O

0) To

qo for 0 S; IS; 't

q (1) {O t:> 't

for z~ 00, t:> 0
(EQ3)

where: T T(z,t) ::::: field with
K::::: effective bed conductivity

::::: heat
p:::: density
q laser flux
't laser duration

to position and time

boundary condition at Z ::::: 0 assumes that all the energy incident on the bed is absorbed. At a given
teltlpel'ature the thermal in 2 will change with time due to the sintering process, which causes
a reduction in void fraction. In this work only the density and conductivity changes are tracked and updated.
An average value for the heat is used. may also be explicit functions of temperature,
but we have this in this work. Future extensions of the model will include it

The functional aeJ:lenclem;y of the conductivity on void tral:bClln is given in EQ 1; that of the density p is
by:

where fun ----.---J.

(l- £) (EQ4)

The finite approximation to the heat conduction equation 2, using effective thermal conduc-
tivity 1 and modified density 4, is discussed in a later section.
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The·· Scherer and Mackenzie...Shuttleworth Models

To follow the evolution of the change in density or void fraction as a function of time and temperature,
the Scherer model was used for the low density phase of the process (p S 0.94 PS>, and the Mackenzie - Shut
tleworth model was used for higher densities. Both of these models assume that the surface energy reduction
of the sintering powder drives the process through viscous mass flow dissipation. At the lower densities the
powder is assumed to consist of an open pore network of cylinders arranged cubically, with the cylinder
diameters equal to the particle diameter and the cylinder lengths proportional to the pore diameter. As sinter
ing proceeds, the cylinder heights collapse, reducing the void fraction in the powder bed, until the cylinder
walls touch one another. At this point the situation can be described by contiguous spheres with closed
pores. The essential relationships for our needs that follow from this approach are:

V3ae M (31t) 2 - 3ex

at = - 11 6 Vx (1- ex) 2

for open pore, low density powder beds and.partially sintered parts(Le. p S 0.94ps)' and

1/3 213ae Ml 41t Ps //
- = - ........ - (--) (- ..... 1)at 112 3 P

(EQ5)

(EQ6)

f2r>Closed pore (i.e.p > 0.94ps> beds and Parts. The$eequatiQ~ describe the contraction·or free strain ratea;of the sintering material. The quantity Mappearing in both equations is given by:

1/3M = yn , (EQ7)

where y= surface energy andn::::. the number ofparticles per unit volume offully densifiedmaterial. The
quantity 11 is the viscosity of the material, which is a function of temperature, given by. [5]:

(EQ8)

with A andAEconstants.Inthewor~ireportedhereMiandnweredetennined separately frQm EQs 7 and 8,
respectively.Thisrequires·the ·separa.te determinations be made Qfsurface energy,y, activation energy, AE,
an(ltheconstant A. Inpnnciple,however,theratioM!rlcanbe Qbtaineddirectly from density vs. time
measurements, as wa.spointedout by Scherer[1].

The·strainratefQrlQwdensity smterlng,EQ.5,isalSQseentobe afunctiQn·ofx'i Thisis theiaspect ratio
Qfthecylin(lersthatmake.uPitheunitc.ellinthatrnotJel.•• (The cQnstant cin ·that.equatiQn is8...J2131t.) In. the
Mackenzie-/Shuttleworthmodel, EQ6, strain rate isa fUnction of the ratio Qf the densities oCthe fully
sintered materlalpsand the actualdensity ofthe bed p.

As the particles smter, thevQidfraction e>drQps. The Scherer model gives anexpressiQn for e as a func
tion of the cylinder aspectratio in the unit cell as:

2 {;\ 3e = 1 - 31tx + 8",,2x = 1 (EQ9)

Given a value of the particle bed density or void fraction, EQ 9 Can be used to find the corresponding
value oCx whichin·turn can be substituted intoEQ 5 to find a new strain increment Ae and a new ei +
Ae.
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When the subroutine is calledt the viscosity 1l(T) is found by EQ 8. If the density is greaterthan 0.94 of
full densityt the Mackenzie - Shuttleworth model holds and EQ6isused to finditheupdated free strain. If the
density is less than this valuetEQ 9 is used to find the aspect ratio x ofthe cylindersin the Scherer modelt
andthenEQ 5 calculates the updated free strain.To find <the updated void fraction £ and densityp corre
sponding to the strain et another relationship must beused:

Po
£ = l--exp(-3e) .

Ps
(EQ 10)

This equation applies to any material undergoing isotropic true strain, i.e., e = In(l!lo), where I andJoare
the final and initial lengths of any line undergoing a strain e. The result from EQ 10 is fed back to EQl· to
find the updated conductivity, and the subroutine is exited

Finite Element Model

This section describes the implementation of the previously discussed sinteringmodel into a general
purpose finite element program and then presents some finite element results validating these. numerical
models. A discussion.on the technical approach is given first and then results of single and multi-layer
sintering processes are presented.

Technical Approach

In the finite element formulation the discretization of both the space and the time variables serves as the
basis of the approximation. The region of interest s in the sinteringmaterial is subdivided into elements, .ilnd
the temperature T(s) within an element is interpolated from the nOdal values T ofthe element through the
interpolation functions N(s),

T(s) = N(s) T (EQ 11)

The governing equation of the heat conduction problem can be obtained from the.minimization of
weighted residuals of the differential equation,resulting in the matrix equation :

C(T)t+K(T)T = Q (EQ 12)

where C(T) and K(T) arethe temperature dependent heat capacity and thermal conductivity matrices, T is
the nOdal temperature vector, t is the time derivative ofthe temperature vectoftand Q is the heat flux vector.

The system matrices C(T) and K(T) are obtained from the summationofall element matricesCe(T) and
Ke(T) in the mesh as

C (T) =LCe (T)

K (T) = LKe (T)
(EQ 13)

The element matrices Ce(T) and Ke(T) can be evaluated from the following volume integralsoverthe
volume ofthe element:

Ce =JNTpcNdV
v

Ke JBTkBdV
v
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In EQ 14 P is the mass density, c is the specific heat and k is the thennal conductivity of the material.
The matrices N and B are the shape function and temperature gradient, respectively. As discussed in the
previous section, the sintering material can be characterized by effective conductivity keff and density p,
which are dependent on the void fraction e. It is obvious that once keff and p are given then both the heat
capacity and the conductivity matrices in the finite element equation can be easily calculated:

Ce == JNTp (e) cNdV
v

JBTke//(E)BdV
v

Note thatcandkeffin the above equation can also be dependent on temperature.

(EQ 15)

AlIDoughiIDetimevaria.blecan.be discretize4the same.way as space variables, a finite difference
schemeis usuaIly chosenin the finite element analysis. The selection of a backward difference scheme
yields thefollowing\expression:

[~t C (T) +K(T)JTn == + (T) (EQ 16)

Equation 16 computes nodal temperatures for each timeincrement At. It canbe seen that starting from
the initial conditions the. temperatureiscalculatedat aninitial time step for aU elements. The effective
conductivity, density (void fraction) and free strain are updated in the sintering subroutine. The new conduc
tivitiesiand densities are thenused to find the temperatures atthe next time increment.

During this investigationtwo finite element heatconduction analyses were carried out for validating the
previously·discussed sinteringandbeattransfer.models.•The.twoianalyses.simulate
layered sinteringprocesses, respectively. Both the 2-nodethree..dimensional heat element and the 4-node
two--dimensionalplanarheatelement were used for the analyses and identical results were observed. The
numerical results presented in this section are those of the 4-node model.

As shown in Fig. 1 the single-layered model consists of 304-node elements and 62 nodes. A concen
tnlted laserfluxqo was applied atone end (nodes 31, 62) ofthe modelfor a duration of1: seconds. Both the
initialandbounctaryconditionsan4IDematerial>properties were obtained from Ref. 7 (Table 1). Figures 2
and 3 show time variationsofapplie<1laser flux and temperature at the pointofapplication (node 31). The
void fraction distribution along thedepth of the model at 0.008 seconds is depicted in Fig. 4. The character
istics of the sintering process can be clearly seen from these results.

The multi-layered model iSisimilar to the single-layered model but has 90 elements for three layers. The
sallle concentratedJaser flux was applied sequentially in •three passes to the end of the submodel for each
layer(nodes 31 and 122 for the first layer, nodes 61 and 152 for the secondlayer and nodes 91 and 182 for
the third layer). The duration of each flux application was the same 1: seconds. Both the initial/boundary
conditions and material properties were the same as in the single..layered model.

In orderto deal with the mUlti..layeredsituationtheprogram options ACTIVATE andPEACTIVATE
were usedfor the representation ofIDe first pass (elements 1 to 30),the second pass (elements 1 to 60)and
the third pass (elements Ito 90)ofthesinteringprocess. Although the total number ofelements in the model
is90,with the ACTIVATE and DEACTIVATE options there are actually 30 active elements in the first pass,
60 elements in the second pass andi90 elements in the third pass analyses, respectively.
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Figure 5 shows a finite element model using the 4-node planar heat transfer element for the layered
model. Variations in time of laser flux and temperature are depicted in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Note that a
transient time.of 0.02 seconds is assumed.for each pass. FiguresS,9,10 and 11,12, and 13show distributions
along the layer depth of temperature and void fraction at transient times of 0.02,0.04 and 0.06 seconds,
respectively.

The finite element results presented in this section are reasonable. However, a panunetric study would
be very useful in determining the important parametersin the process. The intensity and duration of laser
flux, temperature dependency of material propetties,as well as thermal<andmechanical boundary conditions
are of great importance in the process.

TABLE 1. Initial conditions, boundary conditions and material properties (ABS) [Ref. 7]

Boundary Conditions:

Laser flux, qo

Laser duration, t

Initial Conditions:

Initial bed temperature, To

Initial density, Po

Material constants:

Full Density, Ps

Viscosity coefficient, A

Activation energy, AE

. Surface energy, 'Y

Particle bed specific heat, Cp

Conductivity of solid ABS, Ks
Conductivity of air, Kg

6.6 x 107 W/m2

4.76 x 10-4 s

1095 Kg/m3

5.41 x 10-18 Pa·s

20638 OK

45 x 10-5 J/m2

1580 JrK.Kg

0.21WfK·m

0.026WrK·m

Conclusion

We have presented the first results of efforts to applythefiniteielement method to the problem of laser
sintering. This has been accomplished byincorpor~tingasubroutine ·for the. sinteringmodels/ofSCherer.and

able to predictnot only thebchavior in a single layerof material, butalso how abcdofpowder sinters that is
laid down in discrete layers in time. Our next efforts will focus on extending the model to two dimensions in
orderto assess edge effccl~.
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